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National Institute of Pension Administrators Explores Changes With the New Trump Administration
and the Impact on the Retirement Plan Industry at the 2017 NIPA Annual Forum & Expo
Chicago — The National Institute of Pension Administrators (NIPA), an association representing retirement plan
administration business owners and staff members, will be addressing the changes in Washington and what the
impact on the retirement plan industry will be at the 2017 NIPA Annual Forum & Expo (2017NAFE), May 21-24,
2017 in Las Vegas.
Every year, the NAFE provides attendees with innovative solutions for strengthening and growing their
businesses. This year, the 2017NAFE will be putting a strong focus on the industry’s most pressing pension
administration issues, such as the impact of the regulatory changes on the industry.
With a new President in office, Dr. David Kelly, B.A., CFA, M.A., Ph.D., Chief Global Strategist & Head of the
Global Market Insights Strategy Team, J.P. Morgan, will discuss the state of the economy and the outlook for
2017. In this general session, Dr. Kelly will cover the current conditions of the financial markets and effects on the
retirement industry.
Additional notable sessions include:
 Washington Update
 How the DOL Rule Applies to Service Providers
 How the DOL Rule Applies to TPAs
 Navigation Through the “Black Holes” of the Tax Law and ERISA
“With the major changes in Washington, it is important that we are able to provide clear updates and direction for
the 2017NAFE attendees,” said Laura J. Rudzinski, NIPA Executive Director. “This highly anticipated event
always provides enriching education, professional development and knowledge-sharing for those that attend, but
this year the policy updates are really going to be the center of attention so that our attendees have the tools they
need to move their businesses forward.”
As part of NIPA’s effort to enhance quality education in the retirement plan industry, the 2017NAFE also offers
attendees the opportunity to earn up to 21 NIPA CPE credits and 21 ERPA CPE credits as well as credits from
JBEA and NASBA.
In addition, NIPA offers a virtual component of the 2017NAFE providing employers a cost-effective option for even
more staff to receive continuing education. The 2017NAFE Virtual Conference, May 21-23, 2017, is a way for
everyone to experience the event first-hand by participating in a robust schedule of live-streaming sessions,
including sessions that cover policy updates, from the convenience of their home or office.
Retirement plan professionals are encouraged to stay in-the-know about industry changes by registering for the
2017NAFE, to be held in Las Vegas. Best rates expire April 7, 2017.
Learn more and register at www.nipa.org/NAFE.
###

About NIPA
The National Institute of Pension Administrators (NIPA) is a national association that serves TPA business
owners by creating environments with world-class education, best-practices exchanges, and deep peer-to-peer
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relationships. As a result, our members’ revenue grows dramatically, processes are streamlined, productivity
increases, and life-long relationships are developed. For more information, visit www.nipa.org.
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